We treat the nonlinear evolution equation (*) /'(') = Ait,fit))fit)
The main results. Let Jbea
complex Banach space. If 0<^^7r/2, then let Sé = {z e C : z = 0 or |argz|^^}, where C denotes the complex plane. Following [6] , we denote by CH ((/>) the collection of all semigroups {Tiz) : z e S$} of linear contraction operators in X which are holomorphic on int (Sy and strongly continuous on S^. We denote by GH (<£) the collection of all infinitesimal generators of semigroups in CH (</>).
Let [a, b] be a closed real number interval, 0<<¿¿77-/2, and 5 a closed set in X. Let A be a function from [ In connection with the condition (C2), we mention that the invertibility of I-Ais, x) follows from the fact that Ais, x) e GH (<£), see [6] , or [2] , which serves also as a general reference for semigroups of operators. The fact that [I-Ait, y)]
•[/-Ais, x)]'1 is bounded follows from (Cj) and [3, Lemma 2, p. 212]. Theorem 1. Suppose x0 e D0 n S and aSt0<b.
Then there is a number c in (f0, b] such that there is a unique continuously differentiable function f from [t0, c] into D0 n S satisfying fit0) = x0 and (*) fV) = Ait,fit))fit) for toStSc.
Also, ife>0, then there exists S>0 such that if xx e D0 n S, t0<cxSc, \\x0 -xx|| < S, and g is a continuously differentiable function from [t0, cx] into D0 n S such that git0) = xxandg'it) = Ait,git))git)fort0StScx, then \\git)-fit)\\<efort0StScx. for x, y e DiW), the domain of W.
Remark. Throughout this section, [-, •] will denote a fixed semi-inner product on X, and all results will be independent of the particular semi-inner product used. Theorem 2. Suppose H is a function from S into GH i<f>) which satisfies conditions iCx), (C2), and (C3); more precisely, the function it, x) -»• Hix) satisfies these conditions. Suppose D0 n S is dense in S and define Q on D0 n S by Qx=Hix)x. Suppose Q is dissipative. Then there is a unique strongly continuous semigroup {Tit); f^O} of nonexpansive nonlinear transformations from S into S such that for each x in D0 n S, Ti)x is a continuously differentiable function from [0, oo) into D0 n S, andidjdt)Tit)x= QJit)xfor t^O. Then A satisfies Tanabe's conditions Io and 2° of [8] . In particular, let 0<<f>x<^> and define 2 = {AeC:A = 0or |arg A| á <j>x + ir¡2}.
Also define for tk-xStStk, and the first conclusion follows.
Dehne Xk = Tkitk-tk_x), Ak = Aitk), and ßk = ßitk) for k = 0, l,...,n If tk_x<t<tk, then fit) = Akfit)
and the second conclusion follows.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use We will need the following two inequalities, which follow immediately from the above definitions: 
Proof of Theorem 2.
First we mention that if we prove that for each x e D0 n S, there exists a continuously differentiable function / from [0, 00) into D0n S such that/(0) = x and/'(0= ß/(0 f°r ? = °, then the rest of the theorem follows in routine manner. We define T0(/)x=/(/) for x e D0 n S and /äO. The fact that T0 is nonexpansive on D0 n S follows from the fact that ß is dissipative. Thus each T0(0 has a unique extension to a nonexpansive transformation Tit) from S into S. {Tit); t^O} is the desired semigroup. where * denotes complex conjugation. All reference to a semi-inner product in this section will be to this one just defined. One special property of [-, ■] which is useful to us is that [px, j] = </>, yiy))[x, y] for x, y e Y, p e BiE), px e Y. Also, if F is a real Banach lattice, then [-, •] has the special properties required in [7] . That is, [-, j] Proof. The proof of this lemma is contained in [5] , [7] , and [6] , respectively. We merely state the lemma here for reference in proving the next theorem, which is a generalization of the author's earlier theorem in [1] . Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.2.
There are a variety of ways in which the set S in Theorem 3.2 could be chosen in order that the operator function A will satisfy (C3), and it seems inappropriate to state any theorems about this. It is not quite so easy to choose H and S so that Q will be dissipative as in Theorem 2, but we will indicate one way in which it can be done. This can all be done taking Y, A, Aj as in the example after Theorem 3.1 which dealt with the Laplacian operator.
